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SCARIFLEX MAX R6D2S3:
A versatile solution combining grass harrow 

and regenerator according to the needs

The priority of the Belgian company JOSKIN is first of all to adapt its products to the farmers' needs. That is why the 
world's leading manufacturer of manure spreading machines and agricultural trailers offers a new aerator model 
combining two functions in one machine.

•  Principle: 
 The new SCARIFLEX MAX is fitted with 7 rows of 3 different tools, the working depth of which can be individually 

adjusted according to the tasks to carry out. To regenerate the meadow, it is fitted with more aggressive tines 
working more deeply. Furthermore, the independent adjustments allow to lift the unnecessary tools.

•  Functions:
 1. Levelling, harrowing dungs:
 - A row of hard scrapers on springs allow  

 to level molehills and manure heaps,  
 and to flatten and level the ground.

 - The second row is fitted with levelling  
 scrapers on half-flexible leaves that  
 harrow dungs and spread molehills  
 and manure heaps.

 - Harrowing dungs will allow to spread  
 their fertilizing elements and avoid  
 grass leftovers.

  It also leads to a reduction of the  
 chances of survival of parasites during  
 the winter.

Front view
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 2. Regeneration:
 - 2 rows of spring tines (the same as on the  

 RENOVA) will work aggressively by  
 scarifying in order to make the plant  
 grow faster and to improve the produc- 
 tivity of the meadow.

 - This step allows to regenerate and  
 aerate the meadow soils after winter.

      3. Working the surface:
     - 3 rows of flexible tines at the back will -  

 as on the SCARIFLEX - efficiently  
 remove the possible moss from the  
 ground.

      They will scratch the grass surface:  
 perfect for the regular grass care.

This essential tool will accompany you 
through the seasons: before and after the 
winter to regenerate the meadows and 
throughout the entire year to aerate and 
maintain the meadow.

Profile view View from above Type 600 720

Weight ±1,200 kg 
(with option "scrapers")

±1,420 kg 
(with option "scrapers")

SCARIFLEX MAX R6D2S3
1 x levelling scrapers (60 cm) 

on half-flexible leaves
2 x scarifying shares

3 x flexible tines

Ref. 4812 4813

Scrapers on spring tines at the front Ref. 1905 1906

Easy adjustment

Spring tines

Non contractual data, likely to change

1.8 + 2.4 + 1.8 2.4 + 2.4 + 2.4
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